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We apply the exponential weight algorithm, introduced and Littlestone and
Warmuth [17] and by Vovk [24] to the problem of predicting a binary sequence
almostaswellasthebestbiasedcoin. Weﬁrstshowthatforthecaseofthelogarith-
mic loss, the derived algorithm is equivalent to the Bayes algorithm with Jeffrey’s
prior, that was studied by Xie and Barron under probabilistic assumptions [26].
We derive a uniform bound on the regret which holds for any sequence. We also
show that if the empirical distribution of the sequence is bounded away from 0
and from 1, then, as the length of the sequenceincreases to inﬁnity, the difference
between this bound and a corresponding bound on the average case regret of the
same algorithm (which is asymptotically optimal in that case) is only 1
=2. We
show that this gap of 1
=2 is necessary by calculating the regret of the min-max
optimal algorithm for this problem and showing that the asymptotic upper bound
is tight. We also study the application of this algorithm to the square loss and show
that the algorithm that is derived in this case is different from the Bayes algorithm
and is better than it for prediction in the worst-case.
1 Introduction
In this paper we show how some methods developed in computationalon-line learning
theory can be applied to a very basic statistical inference problem and give what we
think are surprisingly strong results. In order to present these results within context,
we ﬁnd it necessary to review some of the standard statistical methods used for this
problem.








:one bit at a time. Before observingeach bit you have to predict itsvalue.
The prediction of the
tth bit
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gto the non-negative real numbers
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we associate with making the prediction
p
t and then observing the bit
x
t.W e s h a l l













































The goal of the prediction algorithm is to make predictions that incur minimal
loss. Of course, one has to make some assumption about the sequences in order to
have any hope of making predictions that are better than predicting 1
=2 on all of the
turns. Perhaps the most popular simple assumption is that the sequence is generated
by independent random coin ﬂips of a coin with some ﬁxed bias
p. The goal is to
ﬁnd an algorithmthat minimizes the total loss incurred along the sequence. However,
as the minimal achievable loss depends on
p, it is more informative to consider the
differencebetween theincurredlossand theminimallossachievable byan “omniscient
statistician”whoknows thetruevalueof





















the distribution of such sequences where each bit is chosen independently at random
to be 1 with probability
p.T h e average regret for the prediction algorithm
A is the
average difference between the total loss incurred by
A and the total loss incurred by













































We use the term average regret to differentiate it from the worst-case regret which we
deﬁne below.
In general, the optimal algorithm for minimizing the average regret is the Bayes
algorithm. There are two variants of the Bayesian methodology, we call these variants
the subjective Bayesianism and the logicalBayesianism:
￿ Subjective Bayesianism
Inthisview,thenotionofadistributionoverthesetofmodelsisdeﬁned, axiomat-
ically, as a representation of the knowledge, or state of mind, of the statistician
regarding the identity of the correct model in the model class. Choosing an
appropriate prior distribution
￿ is, in this case, the act of compiling all such
knowledge, that exists before seeing the data, into the form of a prior distribu-
tion. After
￿ has been chosen, the goal of a prediction algorithm is to minimize
the expected average regret, where
p is chosen at random according to the prior
1Strictly speaking, there exist non-symmetric loss function for which the vacuous prediction is not 1
=2.
In this paperwe concentrateon symmetric loss functions for which the vacuous prediction is always 1
=2.
2For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the discussion in the introduction to deterministic prediction
algorithms. In this case the prediction is a function of the previouslyobservedbits.
1distributionand then
x
T isgenerated according to













). It is easy to show that the Bayes algorithmwith
￿ as a prior
achieves this optimalitycriterion with respect to the log loss.
￿ Logical Bayesianism
In this view, which is attributed to Wald, no assumption is made on how the
model
p is chosen, and the optimality criterion is that the average regret for the
worst-casechoice of
p shouldbe minimized. Interestingly,ifthenumberof trials
T is ﬁxed ahead of time then the min-max optimal strategy for the adversary
who chooses the value of




] (see e.g. Blackwell [3] Ferguson [11] and Haussler [13]).
The min-max optimal prediction strategy for this case is the Bayes prediction
algorithmwith the prior set to
Pworst(T). However, these prior distributionsare
very peculiar (see e.g. [28]), calculating them is hard, and, most importantly,
theyareoptimalonlyif
T isknowninadvance. Amoreattractiveoptionistoﬁnd
an algorithmwhichdoes notneed toknow
T inadvance. Bernardo [2] suggested
usingtheBayesalgorithmwithJeffrey’sprior3(whichwedenoteherebyBJ), and
Clarke and Barron [5] proved that this choice is asymptotically optimal for the
models that are in the interiorof theset. Finally,Xie and Barron [26] performed
a detailed analysis of the BJ algorithm for the model class of biased coins and
have shown that for any
￿












































These twomethodologies,and most predictionmethodologiesin general, are based
on the followingstatistical assumption. One assumes that the sequence to be predicted
is generated by independent random draws from some unknown distribution that is
selected, once and for all, from a known class of distributions. The difference between
Bayesian and worst-case methodologies regards only the way in which the speciﬁc
distributionis chosen from the class. However, the assumption that a particular source
of sequences is really a so-called “random” source is problematic because in most real
world cases it is almost impossible to verify that a particular data source is indeed a
random source.5 Moreover, because of the lack of data or computing power, one often
wants to use a simple stochastic model even in situations where it is known that the
sequence is generated by a much more complex random process or by a mechanism
which is not random at all!






prior,see Equation (28) for the exactdeﬁnition.
4Xie and Barron give their results in a slightly stronger form, our results can be presented in that form
too.
5It seems that the most accepted approach to measuring the randomness of a particular sequence is to
measure its Kolmogorov complexity (see e.g.[15]), in other words, to compare the length of the sequence
with the lengthofthe shortestprogramforgeneratingit. Randomsequencesare those forwhichthe program
is not signiﬁcantly shorterthan thatof the sequence. While this measureis mathematically veryelegant,it is
usually not a practicalmeasure to compute.
2The question is: what weaker formal assumption can be made that would still
correspondtoourintuitionthata biased coinis agoodapproximatemodel forthedata?
Theassumptionwe studyinthispaper isthat there exists a ﬁxed model whose totalloss
on the sequence is non-trivial. This direction builds upon the ideas of “prediction in
the worst-case” [12], “on-line learning” [7, 16, 17, 24], “universal coding” [9, 22, 20],
“universal portfolios”[8, 6] and “universal prediction” [10].
We deﬁne trivial per-trial loss as the maximal loss incurred by the best prediction.
























Itis easy toverify that thepredictionthatminimizes theloss for thelogloss,thesquare
lossand theabsoluteloss is 1
=2and thatthe correspondingvalues of the trivialloss are
log2, 1
=4a n d1









Tif thetotal loss thealgorithmincurs on
the whole sequence is signiﬁcantly smaller than
T
L.

















) is signiﬁcantly smaller than
T
L.
We do not deﬁne directly the concept of a “signiﬁcant” difference. Instead, we deﬁne
our requirements from the prediction algorithm relative to the total loss incurred by
the optimal value of
p. We can then say that
￿ is a signiﬁcant difference in the total



























































The worst-case regret of a prediction algorithm
A is the maximum of this difference
for sequences of length












































We denote theargument thatminimizes the second term by ˆ
p. Notethat forthe logloss
and for the square loss ˆ
p is equal to thefractionof 1’s in
x
T. We refer tothe fractionof
1’sin
x
T as the empiricaldistributionand denoteit by ˆ
￿. Clearly, ˆ
￿ is alwaysa rational
number of the form
i
=
T for some integer






T. For the absolute loss,
ˆ
p is 1 if ˆ
￿
>1
= 2 and is 0 otherwise. As we shall see, we can prove slightly better
bounds on the regret if we allow a dependence on ˆ






















































3Consider the situation in which the sequence is generated by a random source and





















































































































The ﬁrst inequalityfollowsfromreplacing a maximum withan average and thesecond
inequality follows from replacing the optimal per-sequence choice of ˆ
p with a global
choice of
p. We thus see that the worst-case regret is an upper bound on the average-
case regret. This relation is not very surprising. However, the surprising result, which
we prove in this paper, is that for the class of biased coins and with respect to the log
loss the worst case regret is only very slightly larger than the average case regret, as
described in Equation (2). In this paper we prove the following bound on the worst
case regret of the BJ algorithmfor this problem. For any
￿


















































Observe that the difference between this bound and the bound given in Equation (2) is
just 1
=2.
Wealso showthatthistinygap is necessary. Wedo thisbycalculatingthemin-max












). The only asymptotic advantage of the min/max
algorithm is for sequences with empirical distribution very close to either 0 or 1, in
which case the regret is larger by an additional 1
=2. Thus the algorithm suggested by
the logical Bayesian analysis is also (almost) optimal with respect to the worst-case
regret. This result complements the results of Xie and Barron [26].
This result also merges nicely with the method of stochastic complexity advocated
by Rissanen [19]. That is because any prediction algorithm can be translated into a
codingalgorithmandviceversa(forexample, usingarithmeticcoding[20].) Thelength
of the code for a sequence
x
T is equal (withinonebit) to thecumulative logloss of the
corresponding prediction algorithm on the same sequence. Thus our result means that
theBayes method usingJeffrey’s prioristhe optimaluniversal codingalgorithmforthe
models class of biased coins, including the additive constant in the expression for the
min-max redundancy, for all sequences but those whose empirical distributionis very
extreme.
4Thus, if ourgoalis tominimize the cumulative loglossor thetotalcode lengththen
stochastic complexity, logical Bayesianism and worst-case predictionall suggest using
the same algorithm and all achieve essentially identical bounds. However, if we are
interestedinalossfunctiondifferentthanthelogloss, thentheworst-case methodology
suggest an algorithm that differs signiﬁcantly from the Bayes algorithm. Speciﬁcally,






) is very different from the algorithm
that is suggested by any Bayesian approach. Moreover, we give an example for which
the worst-case regret of the Bayesian algorithm is signiﬁcantly larger than that of the
exponential weights algorithm.6
The prediction algorithms presented in this paper are very efﬁcient. The prediction
rule is a function only of
t, the number of bits that have been observed, and
n,t h e










































































































t, but are slightly different for the initial part of
the sequences.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the exponential weights
prediction algorithm and the well-known bound for the case where the number of
models is ﬁnite. In Section 3 we show how the algorithm and its analysis can be
extended to the case in which the class of models is uncountably inﬁnite. In Section 4
we present our basic bound, that is based on the Laplace method of integration. In
Section 5 we apply our method to the case of the log-lossand in Section 6 we compare
our bound to other bounds regarding the cumulative log loss. In Section 7 we apply
our method to the square loss and in Section 8 we brieﬂy review what is known about
the absolute loss. We conclude with some general comments and open problems in
Section 9. Details of the proof are given in the appendix.
6It is a trivial observationthatanypredictionalgorithm canbeviewed as a Bayesianalgorithm if the prior
distributionis deﬁnedoverthesetofsequences,ratherthanoverthe setofmodels. However,this observation
is of little value, becauseit does notsuggestan interesting way for ﬁnding this distribution orfor calculating
the predictions that would be generatedby using it.
52 The algorithm
The algorithm we study is a direct generalization of the “aggregating strategy” of
Vovk[24,23],andthe“WeightedMajority”algorithmofLittlestoneandWarmuth[17].
We refer to it as the “exponential weights” algorithm and denote it by EW. We denote
a class ofmodels by
P. Inthissection weassume that






































The algorithm is simple. It receives two positive real numbers
￿ and
c,a sp a -
rameters. With each model in the class, at each time step

















, The initial weights sum to 1, and, when the set of models is















The prediction of the algorithm at time
t, which we denote by
￿
t, is a function of the
weightsassociated with the models at that time. Before describing how the predictions
are chosen, we describe the bound on the total of the algorithm. This might seem
backwards, but the choice of prediction is trivial once the bound is given. The bound
on the total loss of the algorithm,for every time step




























If we want this bound to hold at all times for all sequences, it is clear how to make the




the bound will hold at
t
+ 1 given that it holds at

































































The way this bound is usually used is to observe that if the total loss of the best















)then the weight associated




















































￿ to be as small as possible.
Haussler, Kivinen and Warmuth [14] studied the problem of combiningmodels for
predictinga binary sequence in detail. They give a formula forcalculating the minimal
6value of





c. In this paper we use their results for the log loss the square loss and the
absoluteloss.
3 Uncountably inﬁnite sets of models
We now apply the exponential weights algorithm to the case where the set of models
is the set of all biased coins. The natural extension of the notion of the weights that
are associated with each model in a ﬁnite class is to assume that there is a measure





] , 7 and as the initial weights sum to one, the
initial measure, denoted by
￿1 is a probability measure. We shall sometimes refer to
this initial probability measure as the prior.F o r
t










































































































































































) for which the bound of Equation (18) is guaranteed
is identical to the set for which Equation (13) holds. The proofs are also identical, one
has only to replace sums by integrals in the proofs given by Haussler et al. However,
it is not immediately clear how to relate this bound on the total loss to the worst-case
regret. As the number of models is inﬁnite a bound of the form
clog
N is meaningless
and we need a different bound. In the rest of the paper we develop a bound which
is appropriate for the model class of the biased coins and is based on the method of
Laplace integration.





] ) to the real numbersin the range
[0
;1
]. A probabilitymeasure is a measurethat assigns the value
1 to the set that consists of the whole domain.






















































































) and rewriting the second term


















































































































































































p suffers over and above the model ˆ
p which is the optimal
model for any sequence whose empirical distribution is ˆ
￿. Thus the exponent of the
integral in Equation 20 is zero when
p is an optimal model and is negative elsewhere.
4 Laplace method of integration
InthissectionwedescribeageneralmethodforcalculatingtheintegralinEquation(20).
The derivation given in this section was done independently, for a much more general
scenario, by Yamanishi in [27]. However, as we shall see, this method, by itself, is not
sufﬁcientto prove a boundon the worst-case regret. Later in thispaper we describe the
additionalsteps required to do that.






) has the following three properties. It is
easy to verify that the log loss and the square loss over the model class of biased coins
have properties 2 and 3. The proofthat property 1 holds for these loss functionscan be

















1 . F r o mh e r eo nw eu s et h e
symbol
c to denote the minimal value that satisﬁes this criterion.







) has a continuous second derivative as a function of
p.








] such that the unique optimal model for
any sequence
x












￿ is clear from the context.







































































The followingtheorem gives a bound on the performance of this algorithm:
Theorem 1 For any ﬁxed 0
< ˆ
￿
<1 , the loss suffered by the exponential weights
algorithm described above on any sequence x


































Z are as deﬁned above.
This bound is almost a bound on the worst-case regret. However, it is an asymptotic
resultwhich applies only tosets of ﬁnitesequences in which all thesequences have the
sameempiricaldistribution, ˆ
￿. Ofcourse, anysequencehassomeempiricaldistribution,






) might have a hidden dependence on ˆ
￿.8 What we need is a uniform
bound, i.e. a bound that does not have any dependence on properties of the sequence.
To get such a bound we need a more reﬁned analysis which, at this point, we know
how to do only for the special cases described in later sections. However, Theorem 1 is
important because it bounds the regret for important sets of sequences, and because it
suggests a choice for the initialprobabilitymeasure.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the Laplace method of integration which is a



































9for large values of
T,w h e n
f and






the reals.9 The intuition behind this method is that for large
















tmin one can get a good estimate of the integral.
The dependence of the contribution of the maximum on
T depends on whether the












b. We concentrate on the ﬁrst case. Laplace
method, or, more formally, Watson’s Lemma [25], gives us the following asymptotic
approximationfor the integral in this case10
Theorem 2 (Watson) Let
f and





] to the reals.




























) exist and are continuous.




































) has a Taylor
expansion in a neighborhoodof


















































We can now prove the theorem:
Proof ofTheorem 1: We ﬁx an empirical distribution ˆ
￿ and let
x
T be any sequence
whose empirical distribution is ˆ
￿. we use the fact the
￿1 is deﬁned by the density
function





































































































































In order to minimize the bound, we want the integral to be large. More precisely, we
want to choose







! is a distribution,it is easy to see that the minimum of the ﬁrst term
9For a good description of the Laplace method,see chapter2 of Murray’s book [18].
10See the derivation of Equation (2.33)in [18].
11Actually, if we ﬁx
T,we need to consideronly values of ˆ
￿ of the form
i
=
T. Indeed,we can ﬁnd slightly
better choices of
! for ﬁxed values of
T. However,our goalis to choose a single distribution that will work
wellforall large
T. We thushavetoconsiderallrational ˆ
￿,which,asthesecondderivativeof
h is continuous,






10in the boundis maximized if the value of this term is equal for all values of ˆ
￿. We thus
arrive at the choice of
! given in Equation (22) which exactly cancels the dependence
on ˆ










































































We now move on to show that the suggested exponential weights algorithm does
indeed achieve a very strongbound on the worst-case regret for the log loss and for the



























= 1, and the optimal value of




































optimal predictionrule using the prior distribution
￿1.
The gap function






































The second derivative of






























































Thisprioris the Jeffrey’s priorforthis modelclass, thusthe algorithmsuggested in this
case is the Bayes algorithm using Jeffrey’s prior (BJ).
To bound the worst-case regret we calculate the integral of Equation(18) which, in

















11Details of this calculation will be given in appendix A. Here we state the resulting
bound:
Theorem 3 The regret of the Exponential weights algorithm over the class of biased
coins, which uses the prior distribution described in Equation (28) with respect to the

































































The lastinequalityshows thattheregret oftheexponential weightsalgorithmholds





], i.e., for all sequences. It is worthwhile to consider the
more precise bound given in Inequality (29). If for some ﬁxed
￿



















































) then we get an intermediate bound.
6 Comparison to other results regarding log-loss
Itisinterestingtocompare theseboundstotheonesgivenbyXieandBarron[26]. They
analyze the same algorithm on a very similar problem, but they consider the expected
regret and not the worst-case regret. As was shown in the introduction,the worst-case
regret upper bounds the average-case regret. However, our deﬁnitionof regret is much
strongerthentheirs,becausewemakenoprobabilisticassumptionaboutthemechanism
that is generating the sequence. It is therefor surprisingthat the bounds that we get are
so very close to their bounds.
Fromtheargumentsgivenintheprevioussectionwe getthat,Theorem3impliesthe
boundgiveninEquation(10). Thedifferencebetweenthisboundandtheboundderived





















:721 bits . Inother words, knowingthatthe sequence is actuallygenerated
by independent random draws of a random coin is worthless than one bit!
AsXieandBarronshow,theBJalgorithmisnotanasymptoticallyoptimalalgorithm
with respect to the average prior. That is because on the endpoints
p
= 0a n d
p
= 1t h e


















= 2 and putting a probability mass of


















T for some constant
c. This reduces the
asymptotic average regret at the endpoints to the asymptoticallyoptimal value without
changing the asymptotic average regret in the interiorpoints. Similar observations and
the same ﬁx hold for the worst case regret.
















),la r g e rb y1
=2fromtheoptimalperformance with
respect to the average regret. We now show that this small gap cannot be removed. We
do this by calculating the regret of the min-max optimal algorithm for the worst-case
regret with respect to the log loss.
We use a rather well known lemma, stated for instance in Starkov [21, 22] and in
Cesa-Bianchietal.[4]. Thelemmastatesthatthemin/maxoptimalpredictionalgorithm


































and that the regret suffered by this optimal algorithm on any sequence is equal to ln
Z.
Using this we can explicitly calculate the worst-case regret of the min/max optimal
algorithm(this result was previouslyshown by Starkov [22]).
Lemma 1 The worst-case regret of the min/max optimal prediction algorithm for se-
quences oflength
T, whichwe denoteby MM
T, withrespect totheclassofbiasedcoins



















































The proof is given in Appendix B.
7 Square loss












) 2 .A s w a s s h o w n b y






and the optimal model is ˆ
p
= ˆ
















































13To bound the worst-case regret we calculate the integral of Equation(18) which, in







































Details are given in appendix C. The resulting bound is:
Theorem 4 The regret of the Exponential weights algorithm over the class of biased
coins, which uses the uniform prior distribution with respect to the the squared loss,
for any
T







































































Similar to the detailed analysis of the log-loss case, Inequality (34) gives us a









] for some constant
￿
>0 then Inequality (33) gives a slightly better
asymptotic bound. In the second case each of the two erf(
￿) functions converges to 1













= 1 then only one of the two erf(
￿) terms converges to 1 while the other
remains 0, and we get an additional term of ln
(2
)
=2 in the regret. For the square loss
therestrictiononthedistancebetween ˆ
￿ and 0(or1)isa bitstrongertheninthelog-loss

















= 2 then the better







) then we get a bound that is between the interior
bound and the bound for ˆ
￿
= 0.
Two comments are in order. First, although we have not concerned ourselves with
thecomputationalefﬁciency ofouralgorithms,boththelog-lossversionandthesquare-
loss version require small constant time to calculate the predictions, whose formulas
are given in Equations 11 and 12. Second, it is not hard to give examples of ﬁnite
model classes in which using the EW algorithm is much better than using any Bayes
algorithmwhenthedataisgeneratedbyamodeloutsidetheclass(SeeAppendixD). We







In this section we consider the absolute loss, which has very different properties than
the log loss and the square loss. Haussler et al. [14] there is no ﬁnite value of
c such




c. Moreover, as was shown by Cesa-Bianchi at
14al. [4], there is no prediction algorithm whose worst-case regret does not depend on






which Equation (13) holds, and Cesa-Bianchi et. al. have shown that, based on this
fact, an exponential weights algorithm for ﬁnite model classes, can be devised. And















c for the multiplicativeweights algorithm,
we cannot use the technique of Theorem 1 for this case. However, we do not need to
use an inﬁnite set of models in our analysis for this case. This is because in this case









= 1. Thus we can
considera EW algorithmthatcombines onlythese twomodels and get close to optimal
bounds on the regret.
9 Conclusions and open problems
We have demonstrated, in a simple case, that the Bayes algorithmthat has been shown
by Xie and Barron to be optimal with respect to the average-case regret is also optimal
with respect to the worst-case regret. Moreover, the bound on the worst-case regret is
only very slightly worse than the average-case regret.
We have also shown that a very differentalgorithmresults if oneis interested in the
square loss, rather than in the log loss.
Theseresultsgiveevidencethatsometimesaccuratestatisticalinferencecan bedone
withoutassuming thatthe worldis random. We are currently workingon extended this
work to more general classes of models of sequences over larger alphabets.
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A Proof of Theorem 3









































































































) , which can also be expressed in terms




















































































































































































) for large values of
z can be used togive upper and
lowerbounds on thisfunctionfor positivevalues of












































































































































































































































13Essentially, the Gamma function is an extensionof the Factorial to the reals and the Beta function is an











































































































B Proof of Lemma 1.





T is the normalization factor of the min/max distribution for sequences of



























The probability assigned to a sequence
x
T by the model
p depends only on the













































) for a given
x
T is maximized when
p
= ˆ

























































































































































) by its deﬁnition, we

































































































































































































































). Allthe terms in thesecond lineare inthe range
[0
;1















] for some ﬁxed
￿
>0 then the second and third term
have the same asymptotic behavior. The dominant term, in any case, is the last one.























































































Using the approximations shown above we can upper bound the summands in the ﬁrst













































































































































































Observe the last sum, it is easy to see that it a Riemann Sum which is a ﬁnite approxi-

























) is Riemann integrable this sum



























































































































































), thus, after we take the limit
T
!





























































































































































































which completes the proof of the theorem.
21C Proof of Theorem 4
























































This is another well-known integral, it is (up to a multiplicative constant) an integral
of the normal distributionon part of the real line. This integral does not have a closed































































































is the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution. As erf(
x)i sa n




















= 1, and as erf(
x) is concave for
x





= 1. Thus we get that the integral is uniformly (w.r.t. ˆ





































































22D An example for which the exponential weights algo-
rithm is better than any Bayes algorithm










1, and that a sequence is generated by ﬂipping a random coin whose bias is 0
:9.
Consider ﬁrst the Bayes algorithm, whatever is the choice of the prior distribution,

















:16. On the other hand, consider the EW algorithm which uses
the uniform prior distribution over the three models. The total loss of this algorithm







T, with very high probability, the best model is
p2







:01. Thus the average loss per trial of the EW algorithm is
guaranteed to quickly approach 0
:01, making it a clearly better choice than the Bayes
algorithmfor thisproblem. We conjecture that a gap between the performance of there
algorithms exists when the class of models is the set of all the biased coins. However,
we have yet not been able to calculate optimal prior for the optimal Bayes algorithm
for this case.
23